1.

When you washed your face with the TimeWise 3-In-1 Cleanser, how
did your face feel? _______________________
Did you know TimeWise 3-In-1 Cleanser combines three of the 5 steps
to healthy, younger looking skin? It cleanses, exfoliates and freshens
in one step!
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2. Did you follow it up with the Night (or Day) Solution?
_______________
These solutions provide the SPF 25 protection your skin needs during
the day and renewal at night.
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3. After applying the Age Fighting Moisturizer, were you impressed with
the way your skin felt? _______________________
The moisturizer provides that fifth and critical step to better skin –
hydration. Our Age Fighting Moisturizer provides up to 10 hours of
hydration and a patented complex to accelerate your skin’s natural
renewal process!
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4. Did you try the Microdermabrasion Set or the Firming Eye Cream that
is part of our Ultimate Miracle Set? _______________________
The Microderm set can improve skin texture and reduce the appearance
of fine lines and pores. The eye cream brightens and moisturizes the
delicate skin around your eyes to minimize fine lines and wrinkles. The
Ultimate Miracle Set is the perfect way to achieve more radiant skin
and fewer lines!
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